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Executive Summary 

Our goal as Team Bullet, is to expand The North Face’s successful winter line of apparel 

and equipment and translate into summer wear and gear.  They already have a limited selection of 

summer products, however, they are perceived as a mostly winter brand.  Team Bullet wants to 

reposition The North Face as, not only a winter brand, but also a leader in quality summer items. 

To accomplish this goal we will provide The North Face with several deliverables.  We will 

create a marketing campaign that endorses the slogan, “It Gets Hot Up North Too,” as a play on 

their brand name The North Face.  This slogan will be combined with our new spokesperson, 

Paralympic athlete and gold medal winner, Jessica Long.  The slogan and Long’s image will be 

illustrated on select billboards, in store displays, appropriately related magazines, and larger-than-

life ads in metropolitan areas.   
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Introduction 

The North Face is an athletic-wear company that strives to provide top of the line clothing 

and equipment to the outdoor enthusiast. The North Face is very weather oriented and its products 

are geared toward those concious of severe weather conditions.  They pry themselves on 

producing products that are athlete tested, therefore they are efficient and innovative in the market.  

The North Face has a strong brand image and it could potentially increase its profits by 

expanding its product line to include summer wear. Some of its competitors already have summer 

lines which give them a competive advantage over The North Face. If The North Face expands 

and develops additional markets it has the potential to become the leading athletic apparel 

company among its competitors.  

Situation Analysis 

For The North Face, athletes are whom the company turns to for suggestions and 

recommendations on what they should be focusing their technologies on.  From that perspective is 

why The North Face has some of the most innovative and quality products on the line.  They test 

their products not only in their laboratories but also with the athletes.  These athletes often 

recommend products that require technologies that are not available.  The North Face takes on 

these challenges as part of what sets them apart from the competition.   

According to their website, The North Face has four steps that they take before a product 

goes on the market.  The first of the four involves “Research & Design In Conjunction With World-

Class Athletes.”  During this stage, the North Face asks for feedback from their “athlete team” in 

the form of evaluations and sessions that allow for input on a regular basis.  The function of the 

materials they make is to protect these athletes from the harsh and severe climate elements they 

face in their individual sports.  
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 The next step in the “Research, Design, & Development Process” is “Advance Material & 

Development” which includes the company partnering with materials engineers to create the fabric 

required to produce their clothing and equipment.  In order for the North Face to be able to produce 

such technologically advanced and efficient materials, they need these inventive and proficient 

fabrics.   

Step three is their most crucial step in this process; before a product gets any farther, it is 

tested by their world-class team of athletes who must use them or wear them in the actual 

conditions they are intended for outside of the laboratories where these products have already 

been tested rigorously.  This step is called the “Innovative Design & Construction” step because it 

applies what they think they know and then asks for feedback from their team of athletes on 

whether or not the product is ready for step four.  Step four defines the product as “Laboratory 

Tested and Expedition Proven” which invites adventurers to now purchase and explore with their 

world-class products.  Some of their top technological products are “GORE-TEX,” “WINDWALL,” 

“GOOSE DOWN,” “WINDSTOPPER,” “PRIMALOFT,” “POLARTEC,” “TKA,” and “TFN APEX” (The 

North Face).  

Social-cultural environment 

 The North Face brand clothing typically attracts young and active consumers who are 

more interested in alternative sports like skiing and hiking than basketball and baseball. The style 

and durability of North Face and other alternate sporting brands have “become universal enough 

that the look has been picked up by brands as mainstream as Lee and Nike” (Lefton). Although it 

has become extremely popular with consumers, these alternative sporting brands have had no 

success with licensing. It is easier for brands to license with basketball and baseball teams but is 

more difficult with alternative sports. “The individuals who star in those [alternative] sports tend to 
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be, well, distinct, at least not in the way that, say, the New York Yankees or Dallas Cowboys teams 

are distinct” (Lefton). Lefton suggests that alternative sport athletes care more about their brand’s 

authenticity and uniqueness and that these athletes lose interest the second that their brands 

leaves the specialty retail market.  

Political-legal Environment 

 The North Face is a registered trademark of The North Face Apparel Company. 

Trademarks are protected under U.S. law and trademark infringement is a serious offense. The 

standard to define trademark infringement is the likelihood of confusion. Likelihood of confusion is 

“The use of a trademark in connection with the sale of a good constitutes infringement if it is likely 

to cause consumer confusion as to the source of those goods or as to the sponsorship or approval 

of such goods. In deciding whether consumers are likely to be confused, the courts will typically 

look to a number of factors” (Overview). 

In 2010, The North Face filed a trademark infringement suit against a company that was 

founded by a teenager under the name South Butt. The logo of South Butt strikingly resembled 

North Face’s logo and even had the tag line “Never Stop Relaxing,” which is a parody to The North 

Face’s “Never Stop Exploring” tag line. The lawsuit claimed “that The South Butt marketed apparel 

that infringes and dilutes The North Face's famous trademarks and duplicates The North Face's 

trade dress in its iconic Denali jacket" (Salter). The matter was settled between both parties in 

court, but no further details were released. 

Economic Environment 

The state of the economy today is in a slump. With this recession, many tend to take the 

price of an item into more consideration than before. The North Face has high prices, which could 

potentially hinder people’s decisions to buy their products. The North Faces high prices reflect the 
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high quality of their products. Consumers are willing to pay more for a product when its quality is 

top of the line. 

Competitive Environment 

The North Face has several direct competitors that include Columbia, Nike, Adidas, 

Mizuno, Brooks and ASICS. Some of their secondary competitors include L.L. Bean, Timberland, 

Patagonia and New Balance.  When placed on a product positioning perceptual map with its 

competitors, The North Face ranks high in comfort and also high in performance.  Other 

competitors that also were high in performance and high in comfort were Mizuno and Brooks (The 

North Face Market Segmentation). The North Face biggest competitive disadvantage is their 

pricing. They target their products to young, athletic individuals. Many of those individuals are 

looking for comfort that is affordable. Columbia and Nike offer affordability and also comfort, which 

is a disadvantage to The North Face.  

Customer Environment 

The target market of The North Face is college students and middle to upper class. The 

North Face reaches out to athletic people from the ages of 18 to 35. Their customers enjoy 

activities such as hiking, mountain climbing, running in marathons and going to concerts. They 

enjoy being independent and like his or her job. They are environmentally aware and want high 

performance products. Customers like the durability, comfort and style of The North Face.  

Ecological Environment 

The North Face has a series of green initiatives. Their west coast distribution center will 

derive 25 percent of its energy needs from a solar plant. The company will also buy renewable 

energy from Bonneville Environmental Foundation. The remaining emissions will be offset with the 

Conservation Fund’s Go-Zero land restoration and the tree-planting program. The North Face has 
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signed with bluesign, an organizational that helps the textile industry understand the chemical 

impact of the production process. 

SWOT Analysis 

 

The North Face has many strengths, including its high quality of products. The high quality 

of its products has helped the brand achieve a good reputation as well as positive brand 

awareness among its consumers. By offering sales online, the brand offers consumers any easy 

alternative to purchasing its products.   

Some of The North Face’s weaknesses are their high prices. With the economy in a slump, 

potential consumers may find its high prices to be a downfall. The North Face also has limited 

seasonal apparel, which can cause them to lose revenue in the months that their products are not 

at a high demand. 

The North Face has many opportunities to increase their brand image and also brand 

awareness. The athletic-wear company could use the Olympics as an advertising platform to reach 

a large number of their target market. The North Face can also be seen as a positive company 

Strengths Weaknesses 
• Quality of products 
• Brand Awareness 
• Availability in many stores and online 
• Good reputation 

• High price 
• Limited seasonal apparel 
• Can be seen as potentially a fad 
• Loss of credibility and authenticity 

Opportunities Threats 
• The Olympics coming for advertising 
• Expansion of brand positioning to current 

and potential consumers 
• Countries outside of the United States like 

London since they are hosting the 
Olympics 

• Competitors getting poor publicity- ex: Nike 
getting caught for sweatshops 

• Limited time for main profit margin due 
to the coming of summer 

• Competitors have summer products 
• Global warming 
• Media endorsed sports already 

sponsored by competitors 
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among its competitors who are under fire for having negative working conditions, such as Nike with 

its sweatshops. 

The threats that The North Face potentially faces are their competitors already having a 

well-established summer clothing lines and a loyal consumer following. Also, they have a limited 

time for the main profit margin due to the summer season quickly approaching. Popular 

entertainment sports such as football and soccer already have endorsers such as Under Armor 

and Adidas, which have established themselves as premier athletic-wear companies. Because of 

their high status, potential consumers may choose to purchase their products over The North Face.  

Objectives 

The North Face is a part of the VF Corporation, so actual sales for The North Face 

individually is not available.  The first objective is to increase awareness and interest in the brand’s 

summer apparel line by increasing the advertising budget spent on the summer line by 10 percent 

by the end of 2012. Increasing awareness and interest is the ideal objective because The North 

Face is already a respected brand and the brand’s consumers are very loyal. Increasing 

awareness about the new summer apparel line among consumers will lead to increased sales, 

which will bring in continuous revenue year round. The 10 percent increase in the budget will 

enable consumers to become more familiar with the brand’s summer line.  The second objective is 

to have the summer apparel line produce 25 percent of The North Face’s total sales in 2013. A 25 

percent increase of total sales from the summer line will prove the effectiveness of the advertising 

efforts.  The last objective is to double the brand’s total annual sales by 2015.  The summer 

apparel line will significantly enhance the brand’s total sales and will potentially emerge as a leader 

in the summer apparel industry.  
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Target Audience 

 The North Face’s target audience includes those who consider themselves outdoor 

enthusiasts, who are looking for products to better their open-air experiences.  The North Face 

targets consumers between the ages of eighteen to thirty-five years old.  The type of individual who 

enjoys participating in recreational activities that require physical exertion, such as rock climbing, 

mountain biking, running in marathons and also yoga, may wear The North Face apparel as their 

clothing preference in their particular sport.  These consumers are conscious of their environment 

and want products that are durable and also sustainable.  This target audience participates in 

outdoor activities year-round and needs products to suit their needs during any season. 

 The North Face does not compete on price, but the innovative quality of its products.  

Because of lifestyle choices, these consumers rely on the durability and comfort of The North 

Face’s products.  They are usually willing to pay a higher price if the product fulfills a particular 

need or requirement they desire to carry out for their passion for their sport. 

 Many of The North Face’s target audience are heavy users of its products, and are loyal to 

the brand.  It targets those who are in the middle and upper class who have more discretionary 

income to purchase its products.  Therefore, they often participate in activities that require 

investments beyond basic equipment.  These consumers consider The North Face’s products as 

an investment rather than a fashion fad.    

The North Face needs to expand and raise awareness of its product lines, especially the 

summer apparel line.  The target audience has a need for summer sporting wear that has the same 

durability as The North Face’s winter apparel.  Many of its consumers like to stay active throughout 

the year including when the temperature rises and therefore The North Face needs to fulfill its 

buyer’s needs.   
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Product Positioning Strategy 
 

 Team Bullet hopes to keep The North Faces good reputation but expand it to summer 

sports wear.  The North Face already ranks high in performance and comfort among its 

competitors. We would like to keep that rank high while adding emphasis on its summer line. 

Therefore, we would position its summer products as the best in the industry for performance and 

quality.  

 This North Face Market Segmentation diagram provides a product positioning perceptual 

map for The North Face and its competitors according to the website listed below,  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(http://www.slideshare.net/badertbw/north-face-for-interviews) 

 Team Bullet would like to position The North Face higher in seasonal variety and also 

quality among its competitors.  
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Campaign Message  

The North Face is not only a winter apparel line; its superior innovation is reiterated to its 

summer active wear line.  The same respected standards are seen through the durability, comfort 

and style of this new apparel line. The North Face’s motto, “Never Stop Exploring,” is now not only 

limited to winter ventures. The campaign will focus on showcasing the brands versatility with the 

slogan, “It gets hot up North too.” By using play on words, consumers will be able to better 

recognize the extent of the expanded product line.  

Promotional Mix 

The promotional mix chosen to promote The North Face summer apparel line consists of 

advertising, Internet marketing, sales promotion, and public relations.  
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Advertising 

• The bulk of consumer-oriented advertisements will be placed in magazines, specifically 

outdoor-oriented magazines. Advertisements will be focused on a photograph of a person 

participating in an outdoor sport. The photograph will be the main focal point and imagery 

will be the focus of all advertisements because The North Face brand speaks for itself. 

These advertisements will invite consumers to see The North Face with an expanded 

image in their minds. The North Face can be repositioned into a summer sports apparel 

line by visually encouraging consumers to reexamine their perceptions of The North Face. 

Text will play a role in the advertisements as well. Simplistic messages will echo the 

dramatic visual statements made by the photograph. Text will be concise, concrete, and 

powerful. The North Face consumers live active lifestyles so they will respond best to 

realistic photographs instead of words describing it.  

• The business to consumer advertisements will be published when retailers replace winter 

apparel with summer inventory.  This will be effective because The North Face summer 

line will be able to be integrated with competitor’s summer apparel lines.  

• Business to business advertising will focus on appealing to distributors and their needs. 

Distributors already trust The North Face brand but need to motivate them to invest in the 

brand’s summer line because of its trusted durability, comfort, and style. 

• Advertisements for the summer line will also be seen during the 2012 Summer Olympics. 

The North Face will purchase advertisements on various vehicles that assist cyclists during 

competitions. These advertisements will be effective because the vehicle will be seen on 

global television, but will not be considered a television advertisement.  
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Internet Marketing 

• Internet marketing will rely on Facebook and Twitter social media. The North Face will 

have specific summer apparel line Facebook and Twitter accounts that will engage 

consumers with various incentives and updates. Facebook advertisements will be created 

that will target Facebook users with specific outdoor interests, which will allow the brand to 

reach its target market. 

• A free smart phone application will be developed that will allow users to create a “wish list” 

of their favorite products and will help them locate the closest retailer in their area. The 

application will also categorize items by new arrivals, best sellers, and sales, which will 

make for shopping convenience. Customers will also be able to directly purchase these 

items by clicking on the “buy” icon. This smart phone application will be effective because 

the brand’s target market is active and will allow them to fulfill their needs with the 

convenience that smart phones offer.  

• The U.S. Summer Olympic teams, for which The North Face offers apparel or equipment, 

will be offered donations to their charity or foundation of choice for each promotional tweet 

that mentions The North Face’s new summer apparel line in a positive light. This will be 

effective because followers of these athletes are the target market and the athlete’s 

follower base will continue to increase, as the Olympics grow closer. By donating money to 

the athlete’s foundation, the brand will avoid the high costs of sponsoring an Olympic 

athlete. This will also give the athletes the opportunity to indirectly help their charities. 

Sales Promotion 

• Internet marketing will be tied in with sales promotion by offering a discount to each 

Facebook user that “likes” The North Face summer apparel Facebook page. Once the 
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user “likes” the page, they will then be directed to a new page that will over a coupon for 

the brand’s new line. This will be effective because social media is constantly growing and 

every time a user “likes” the page, it will appear on the user’s friend’s news feed. It will also 

allow The North Face to track how much return-on-investment it is making with its 

Facebook incentives.  

• Twitter will also play a role in sales promotion and Internet marketing. Twitter users will be 

encouraged to re-tweet every time the brand’s account tweets about its new summer line. 

Every time a user re-tweets one of these tweets, they will be entered in a drawing for a 

chance to win a trip for two to the 2012 Summer Olympics. The North Face’s target market 

is extremely interested in these summer sports and would be willing to participate, 

especially since it costs them nothing to participate. 

Public Relations 

• The Facebook and Twitter incentives will be used for public relations as well. These 

incentives will promote the brand’s environmental consciousness by moving toward 

paperless technologies.  The brand’s donations to the athlete’s charities will also act as 

public relations.  

• The North Face will use Facebook to create a competition for local charities to enter. 

Charities and philanthropies will have the opportunity to submit an essay or video 

explaining what they do and why it’s important. Submissions will be reviewed and the 

winner will receive sponsorship of a fundraising event from The North Face.  

• All of these activities will produce positive PR for the brand, which can potentially lead to 

increased sales. 
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Creative Strategy 

Our creative strategy is to advertise in ways that most marketers have not yet recognized.  

We hope to practice consumer-oriented marketing in a way that allows us to relate to and 

anticipate what our consumers or potential customers need from a summer line of apparel and 

equipment.   

We view our summer sports as running, biking, climbing, yoga, hiking, camping, swimming, 

and training.  Therefore we want to promote our summer line from the mindset of athletes who 

participate in one of these activities.  Because these activities are both physically and mentally 

demanding, we want to promote our brand to exceed the expectations of these outdoor enthusiasts 

by showcasing The North Face’s one of a kind innovation, sophisticated design, and thoughtful 

engineering.  Our promotions will reaffirm this mentality.  We will try to anticipate advertisements 

that our target audience will actually appreciate by tapping into the minds of an outdoorsy, sports 

fanatic.  Because our market is both active and on the go, we will create advertisements that 

display movement and are possibly even animated.  They will also be concise and efficient using 

few words, but be attention grabbing by our use of imagery and color choice. 

We plan to advertise in the classic mediums such as magazines and the Internet, but in 

different ways.  We want to promote charity, environmental consciousness, and raw athleticism 

alongside our product to demonstrate our genuine motives behind our promotions.  

Media Mix  

Our media mix will include advertising channels such as magazines, in-store promotions, 

billboards near major retailers for The North Face brand such as REI in Texas, and larger than life 

ads in metropolitan areas.  We will provide a magazine ad on the presentation day.  The 
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magazines that we will purchase ad space from are Runner’s Magazine, Cycling Magazine, Self 

Magazine, Real Simple Magazine, Men’s Health Magazine, Women’s Health Magazine, assorted 

travel magazines and the National Geographic.  The ads will showcase our spokesperson- Jessica 

Long.  Our in store promotions will be placed in all of our retailers but the size and monetary 

investment spent on the display will assessed on an individual store basis.  For instance, the stores 

with the best sales in The North Face’s winter products will be awarded a better display to motivate 

their customer’s that are already loyal to the brand to continue their allegiance into the summer 

season.   

We will also look at which of our retail stores our customers might turn to for their summer 

apparel and equipment needs.  Those stores will also be attributed a more extensive in store 

display.  The display will be a continuation of our spokesperson, Jessica Long, participating in the 

activity that correlates with the items it is placed by.  Our displays will be eye-catching because 

they will be life-size, cutout, action shot of Jessica conquering her sport of swimming.   

The billboards will only appear in selective locations but be an eye-catching display of ideal 

outdoor conditions and effective three-dimensional features.  We might consider an ad that uses 

solar power to create an artificial sun at night and an imitation of a beautiful starry night sky during 

the day.  The reverse timing of this ad will create a desire for that period of the day and hopefully 

position the activity alongside that emotion in the minds of those exposed to the ads.  Different 

activities will be exercised in the ads that are available in the cities where the billboards are hosted.  

For instance, in Dallas there might be a family biking on a trail or individuals practicing yoga by a 

peaceful river.  Those activities are available in that city so seeing others enjoy in these recreations 

while wearing The North Face brand and using their products will attach the viewer’s minds to the 

happiness available with the benefit of using The North Face products.  They will show these 

images that appear to be live illustrations of The North Face products in use. 
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  In order to maintain a cohesive and coherent media message, Jessica Long will make 

appearances in these ads either participating with the families or separately training near the 

individuals.  All of these advertising mediums will be pulse advertisements that are only available 

during the months leading up to and the beginning of summer season.  The larger than life 

billboard like spreads will be presented in areas like Victory Park in Dallas, Texas or bigger 

metropolitan areas that already showcase advertisements of this magnitude.  Advertising in this 

areas will allow us to not only target our market in areas where are products are most readily 

available, but also create an advertisement that truly represents The North Face vision of 

exploration and adventure.  We will achieve this by developing an advertisement that has the 

breathtaking scenery of the waterside where Jessica Long is swimming.  We will focus on Jessica’s 

achieving her dreams despite her paraplegic status and how the North Face believes in her efforts 

too.   If it is good enough for an athlete of that magnitude, the products might be a true investment, 

however, The North Face must be secure enough in their innovations and the superiority of their 

products to advocate their appropriateness for the average adventurist.   

Also, because Jessica Long is a true, proven athlete who has conquered the physical and 

mental difficulties of the Paralympic competitions (multiple times), this brand must appreciate these 

qualities and be knowledgeable about what that type of competitor requires of their products.  

Spokesperson 

Jessica Long is considered to be one of the most well known athletes in the Paralympic 

world.   As a winner of not only several gold medals but also world records in swimming, Long sets 

the bar for aspiring athletes.   In 2011 she was named “Disabled Swimmer of the Year,” by 

Swimming World magazine.   Jessica Long was adopted from Siberia when she was only 13 

months old and had the lower part of her legs amputated at 18 months.  Presently, Jessica Long 
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devotes is preparing for the summer games in London.  Her unquestionable courage and 

achievements despite her physical disability is inspirational to all athletes and challenging to all. 

 Long is not considered to be a mainstream athlete, which is consistent with The North 

Face because they promote genuine athleticism rather than mainstream popularity.  She is more 

identified with true enthusiasts of her craft and perhaps others with a physical disability, rather than 

consumers with a general interest in sports.    

 One negative aspect that would come from having Jessica Long as the spokesperson for 

The North Face is some people may identify with her disability and be inspired but not appreciate 

The North Face’s association with her.  In other words, they may be inspired to be athletic, but it 

will take work to promote not just her heroism but also the brand she is sporting.  Her story is so 

inspirational; it may overshadow the message behind the spokesperson.  Also, although The North 

Face tries not to use mainstream athletes, Long’s current fans are only a small portion of our larger 

target audience; the ads must also bring awareness to her athletic capabilities or spark an interest 

in viewers to make them want to know more about why Long was chosen to represent such a 

prestigious brand.  A positive that would come from Long becoming the spokesperson, is that it 

would be much more cost effective as opposed to having a mainstream athlete.  

Halo Effect 

Our campaign strategy for The North Face will demonstrate the Halo effect because the 

consumers have formed a liking to the brand with our winter line and have had success with the 

products. We believe that we can expand with the brand by relying on their positive reputation to 

summer attire. North Face is considered a prestigious and respected brand in winter apparel and 

their equipment are made with the colder seasons in mind.  With this knowledge we are confident 
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that the consumers will have a liking for the summer line as well. We trust that their brand 

reputation will carry over in the minds in consumers to these new summer items.  

Conclusion 

 Team Bullet believes that The North Face is positioned as a leader in innovation when it 

comes to consumer’s winter athletic needs. We would like to allow existing consumers and also 

new consumers to enjoy the same superior athletic-conscious designs. The North Face consumers 

know that these products will be made for optimal use in whatever sporting activity that they chose 

to pursue. We believe that The North Face is capable of innovating specialized summer apparel 

and equipment. With these new tools and enhancements, The North Face will be able to lead the 

athletic-wear industry year round. 
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